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The Erasmus+ OLS website gathers all useful information on the Erasmus+ Online Linguistic Support, language assessments and language courses. It is also the point of entry for Erasmus+ mobility participants.
Languages available: DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL; soon in the 24 EU official languages
Available at www.erasmusplusols.eu

Erasmus+ OLS FAQs
The FAQs available on the Erasmus+ OLS website list all commonly asked questions and provide detailed answers.
Languages available: DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL; soon in all 24 EU official languages
Available at http://erasmusplusols.eu/faq/

Erasmus+ OLS fact sheet
The fact sheet brings together useful information on the Erasmus+ Online Linguistic Support.
Languages available: only EN for now

Presentation of the Erasmus+ OLS Language Assessment
This presentation illustrates the basic principles of the Erasmus+ language assessment in a visually appealing way.
Languages available: DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL; soon in all 24 EU official languages

Presentation of the Erasmus+ OLS Language Courses
This presentation illustrates the basic principles of the Erasmus+ language courses in a visually appealing way.
Languages available: DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL; soon in all 24 EU official languages
Erasmus+ OLS YouTube Playlists

The Erasmus+ OLS YouTube Playlists available on the European Commission’s YouTube channel bring together all the videos which have been produced to explain the Erasmus+ OLS.

Languages available:

- **EN**
  Available at https://bit.ly/OLSYouTubeEnglish and https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLJmEREKFYU8U_GYsj0c-nR56iVp4q1ud4

- **DE**

- **ES**

- **FR**
  Available at https://bit.ly/OLSYouTubeFrançais and https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLJmEREKFYU8WYp0lITiPjWHbjWNF7RUEk

- **IT**

- **NL**
**Erasmus+ OLS teaser videos**

This animation conveys key OLS messages, such as taking part in an Erasmus+ mobility activity, taking a language assessment before departure and upon return, and the opportunity to follow OLS language courses and "Live Coaching" activities.

Available in 24 languages: BG, CS, DA, DE, ET, EL, FR, GA, HR, IT, LV, LT, HU, MT, NL, PL, PT, RO, SK, SL, FI, SV
Duration: around 30 seconds

**Erasmus+ OLS Live Coaching video**

This video is an interview of Pascale Fabre, General Public and Erasmus+ Department Manager at the Centre de Langues Louvain (CLL) and responsible for OLS "Live Coaching" activities. This video presents and explains the OLS "Live Coaching" features. With the OLS "Live Coaching" features, participants have the opportunity to attend MOOCs (open classes based on the model of Massive Open Online Courses), to register for tutoring sessions in small groups, and to take part in discussions on the Forum dedicated to the language that they are learning.

Languages available: only EN (with subtitles)
Duration: around 5 minutes

**Erasmus+ OLS MOOCs teaser**

This video describes the OLS MOOCs and the different themes and activities offered according to the participants’ levels (A, B or C). This video features sections narrated in German, English, Spanish, French, Italian and Dutch. Subtitles in the 6 languages are available.

Languages available: multilingual with subtitles in DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL
Duration: around 2 minutes
Erasmus+ OLS video on the methodology of the language assessment

This video is an interview of Cédric Fairon, Professor of Computational Linguistics and Director of the Centre of Natural Language Processing at the Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL), explaining the purpose and structure of the OLS language assessment.

Languages available: only EN (with subtitles)
Duration: around 6 minutes
Available at http://bit.ly/OLSLiveCoachingandMethodologyVideos

Erasmus+ OLS video on the methodology of the language courses

This video is an interview of Cédric Fairon, Professor of Computational Linguistics and Director of the Centre of Natural Language Processing at the Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL), presenting the aim and structure of the OLS language courses.

Languages available: only EN (with subtitles)
Duration: around 6 minutes
Available at http://bit.ly/OLSLiveCoachingandMethodologyVideos

Erasmus+ OLS videos describing the CEFR levels

These videos explain the CEFR levels and describe each level individually. In total there are 30 different videos, five videos in each of the six main OLS languages (DE, EN, ES, FR, IT and NL), describing levels A1, A2, B1, B2 and C.

Languages available: DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL
Duration: around 2 minutes
Available at http://bit.ly/OLSCEFRVideos